February 22, 1971

Dr. Joshua Lederberg
Department of Genetics
Stanford University
School of Medicine
Palo Alto, California  94304

Dear Josh:

I enjoyed very much seeing you again and particularly the opportunity to benefit from your stimulating comments regarding our work, as well as that of the other participants in the meeting.

Inasmuch as you expressed an interest in our skin allograft studies, I am enclosing a copy of the P.N.A.S. paper. Also, I am taking the liberty of sending you several reviews which you may wish to examine. I do this with some hesitancy since I know your broad scientific and social interests do not leave you with a lack of reading material!

The Laurentian Conference Review indicates something of the scope of our interests in the thymus, the Ciba and Xeroxed review in press on "Hormones and Immunity" are in your areas of immunological interest, and the xeroxed review in press in Advances in Metabolic Diseases indicates some of the published clinical studies which may perhaps be areas of possible future "practical applications".

Warm regards and best wishes.

Sincerely,

Abraham White

Encls.